[1] The heat output and thermal regime of fast and intermediate spreading centers are strongly controlled by boundary layer processes between the hydrothermal system and the underlying crustal magma chamber (AMC), which remain to be fully understood. Here, we model the interactions between a shallow two-dimensional cellular hydrothermal system at temperatures <700°C, and a deeper AMC at temperatures up to 1200°C. We show that hydrothermal cooling can freeze the AMC in years to decades, unless melt injections occur on commensurate timescales. Moreover, the differential cooling between upflow and downflow zones can segment the AMC into mush and melt regions that alternate on sub-kilometric length scales. These predictions are consistent with along-axis variations in AMC roof depth observed in ophiolites and oceanic settings. In this respect, fine-scale geophysical investigations of the structure of AMCs may help constrain hydrothermal recharge locations associated with active hydrothermal sites. 
Introduction
[2] High-temperature hydrothermal activity along the axis of fast-and most intermediate-spreading mid-ocean ridges is driven by the heat released from a sill-like axial magma chamber (AMC) that appears near-continuous along axis [e.g., Vera et al., 1990; Van Ark et al., 2007] with hydrothermal convection cells that are likely axis-parallel [Haymon et al., 1991; Coumou et al., 2008; Tolstoy et al., 2008] . In contrast, AMCs at slow-spreading ridges are short-lived and discontinuous along axis [Wilcock and Delaney, 1996; Singh et al., 2006; Sinha et al., 1997] . Magmatic heat at fast and intermediate spreading ridges is transferred through a thin (10-100 m) thermal boundary layer at the interface between the hydrothermal convection system and the roof of the magma lens [e.g., Lowell and Germanovich, 2004] . Understanding the dynamics of this interface is critical, as it controls the thermal regime and hydrothermal (heat and mass) fluxes of about 40% in length of the global mid-ocean ridge system (ridges with spreading rate >56 cm/yr [Bird, 2003] ), accommodating about 70% of the total release of magmatic heat at mid-ocean ridges [e.g., Cannat et al., 2004] .
[3] In the last thirty years, with more detailed and sophisticated geophysical methods, our knowledge of the structure of AMCs has evolved from a geological feature that is continuous along-axis to a complex one, with alternating meltrich and melt-depleted sections [Singh et al., 1998; Carton et al., 2008] . These data document changes in AMC depth of tens to hundreds of meters on a regional scale of several kilometers to a very few tens of kilometers [Hooft and Detrick, 1995; Singh et al., 1998; Van Ark et al., 2007] . New techniques [Mutter et al., 2009] are showing AMC variations in depth at local scale (few tens of m vertically), and in crystallinity on a sub-kilometric scale [Mutter et al., 2010; Carton et al., 2008; Marjanovic et al., 2010] . Further support for local-scale variations may come from ophiolites, where variations of up to 50 m in the AMC depth at spatial scales of 150 to 500 m have been observed [France et al., 2009; Gillis and Roberts, 1999] .
[4] While the reasons for these complexities are not fully understood, the depth to the AMC roof likely results from a balance between the melt supply to the ridge and its timing, the frequency of volcanic eruptions, and the dynamics of hydrothermal convection. Previous studies discussing this issue have put forward processes able to drain and/or inflate/ deflate locally the AMC, linked to variations in melt supply or discharge [e.g., Carton et al., 2008; France et al., 2009] . In this paper, we explore the possible role of hydrothermal activity in AMC cooling and structure. We develop an original two-dimensional numerical model of coupled magmatic and hydrothermal processes that describes the dynamical magmato-hydrothermal interface, and predicts the crystal/ melt content of the AMC, as a result of heat mining by hydrothermal convection. The downward migration of the hydrothermal-magmatic interface and its along-axis topography are quantified and discussed in the light of field observations. The amplitude of along-axis variations in AMC crystallinity (melt and mush regions) and the timing of their formation are also investigated. These results constrains the time scales of melt replenishment/supply in the AMC, and are backed up by a first-order analytical model based on a steadystate heat flow balance. Finally, we discuss the relationships between the location of high-temperature seafloor vent fields and the along-axis variations of AMC crystallinity. . Such models are invoked to explain the regular distribution of venting areas at several sites along fast and intermediate-spreading ridges, such as the Main Endeavour (Figure 1b) [e.g., Tivey and Johnson, 2002; Coumou et al., 2008] and the Mothra [Kelley et al., 2001] fields along the Juan de Fuca ridge, or at 9°50′-51′N on the East Pacific Rise (EPR) [Fornari et al., 2004] . All these sites have typical vent spacing of 50-200 meters. At the EPR between 9°49′N and 9°50′N, a wider, kilometer-long cell has been inferred from microseismicity [Tolstoy et al., 2008] , which may be due to a more complex crustal permeability structure [Crone et al., 2011] producing larger convection cells than those shown in Figure 1 .
The Conceptual Model
[6] The goal of this work is to study the interactions of these cellular hydrothermal systems with the deeper magmatic layer that fuel them. Because of the periodical nature of the flow, it is reasonable to expect that each of these selfsimilar hydrothermal cells will interact in the same fashion with the AMC. Accordingly, and in order to limit computation time and increase model resolution, which is critical to describe the thin magmato-hydrothermal boundary, we investigate the interactions of a single, hundreds-of-meter wide two-dimensional hydrothermal cell with the underlying AMC. We discuss the consequences of our model at the local (site) and regional scales.
[7] Our modeling domain is a 3 km deep and 0.375 km long (along-axis) vertical crustal section. The size of the cell produced is thus commensurate with the size of observed and modelled cells at site-scale (Figure 1 ). This modeling domain is divided into two initially flat layers ( Figure 2 ): a top layer in which hydrothermal processes are modeled at temperatures lower than a given threshold (T cut = 700°C), and a bottom layer at temperatures between T cut and 1200°C, in which magmatic processes are introduced. In the top layer we adopt a classical formalism for high-temperature subseafloor hydrothermal convection [Fontaine and Wilcock, 2007; Coumou et al., 2008] : open-top simulation domain, darcian flow, energy conservation in a porous medium with an equilibrium temperature (T rock = T fluid ), and realistic, seawaterbased, fluid properties for a single-phase, vapor-like fluid. The bottom layer, being at temperatures >700°C, is in the ductile field [Hirth et al., 1998 ] and considered impermeable. In this layer, we emplace a magma lens of initial thickness h AMC at depth z AMC in the form of an initially continuous zone of x c = 0% crystallinity (melt content, x l = 100%). In this model melt lens, the initial temperature is uniformly 1200°C. Model initial conditions are based on seismic studies at the most magma-rich portions of the EPR, where h AMC = 60 m and z AMC = 1500 m Collier and Singh, 1997] . We discuss below the effects of deviations from these reference parameters. Figure 1a could explain the regular vent distribution at MEF, but also at other fields (e.g., Mothra on Juan de Fuca, 9°50N-9°51N at EPR) where vent distribution suggests a periodically organized hydrothermal flow.
[8] As the hydrothermal circulation mines heat from the deeper layer, the AMC cools down and its crystallinity evolves according to a first-order, temperature-dependent law (0% melt at 1000°C, 100% melt at 1200°C) devised by Sinton and Detrick [1992] (Text S1 in the auxiliary material).
1 Latent heat released during magma cooling and crystallization is taken into account in our calculations via a modified energy conservation law valid only at temperatures ranging from 1000°C to 1200°C in domains where melt is present (see Text S1). Our "two-layer" approach allows the hydrothermal-magmatic interface, defined as a threshold isotherm (T cut ), to move vertically freely in space and time (Figure 2 ).
Results and Physical Discussions
[9] In Figure 3 we show the results of an experiment with a permeability of the hydrothermal layer of 10 −14 m 2 , and which results in geologically realistic heat transported by the model circulation (see section 4 below). After an initial period of 40-50 years required to build the diffusive thermal boundary between the hydrothermal (permeable) and ductile (impermeable) layers, a recharge area forms on one side of the model, while high-temperature fluids (∼300°C) upflow and discharge on the other side (Figure 3a) . In Figure 3b we show that the formation of recharge and discharge zones leads to a differential cooling of the top of the AMC with recharge extracting more heat than discharge zones. This leads to a "topography" of the "zero-melt front", i.e., the 1000°C isotherm-with a depth difference of 60 m over 375 m laterally between discharge and recharge after 170 years ( Figure 3a) . Note that these vertical variations are obtained with a solidus temperature (T S ) of 1000°C. A lower T S would likely increase the amplitude of the topography, as the vertical deflections of the isotherms in the ductile part of the model (T > 700°C) decrease with the distance to the threshold isotherm (T cut = 700°C). Because of this topography, the crystallinity of the AMC increases faster below recharge than below discharge zones (Figures 3c and 3d) . Eventually, the AMC is completely crystallized (x c = 100%) below recharge zones while adjacent AMC sections underlying discharge zones exhibit a melt content x l > 60-70% (Figure 3d ).
[10] For the permeability used in this experiment (k = 10 −14 m 2 ), the time required to fully crystallize the AMC below recharge is ∼170 years (Figure 3d ). We find that both the rate of downward propagation of the zero-melt front, i.e., the 1000°C isotherm, and the AMC crystallization rate, increase linearly when increasing the vigor of the hydrothermal convection, which is controlled by the permeability of the upper layer (Table 1 and Figure S1 ). This is an expected consequence of the linear relationship between permeability and heat extraction (in W/m 2 ) detailed in Text S2. These rates are not sensitive to the initial depth of the AMC, and remain in the same orders of magnitude over a realistic range of AMC thicknesses (see Table 1 ). Our results are consistent with a hydrothermal boundary layer migrating downward into initially impermeable rocks at a constant velocity (proportional to k) while maintaining its thickness (proportional to 1/k; see Text S2).
Heat Fluxes
[11] With a permeability of 10 −14 m 2 , we calculate that the mean heat flux at the base of the hydrothermal layer is about 30 W/m 2 (Figure 3b ). This model heat flux is comparable to The melt distribution is 100% in the AMC and zero elsewhere. Flow and energy equations are solved on a 100*800-points grid using a finite differences, implicit alterning direction (ADI), technique described by Douglas and Rachford [1956] . Model boundary conditions include impermeable, vertical adiabatic sides, an impermeable base at constant temperature (1200°C at 3 km depth) and an open top (constant pressure of 200 bars and T = 2°C when recharge and ∂T/∂z = 0 when discharge).
values derived from metamorphic data at the dike-gabbro transition in ophiolites and at fast-spread oceanic settings (e.g., Hess and Pito Deep [Gillis, 2008] ). Assuming that heat is extracted over a 1 km-wide AMC [Kent et al., 1990] this heat flux would provide about 30 MW per km of ridge, which is within estimates of time-averaged values of heat available per kilometer of ridge axis [Wilcock and Delaney, 1996; Mottl, 2003; Cannat et al., 2004] . For this hydrothermal configuration, our model predicts the full crystallization of the AMC within a few tens to a few hundreds of years over a realistic range of AMC thicknesses (Table 1) .
[12] However, a mean heat flux of 30 MW is one order of magnitude lower than the estimated heat flux at smoker fields such as EPR-9°50′N or Main Endeavour Field (Juan at the boundary between the lower, ductile and upper, hydrothermal layer (700°C isotherm), where it equals the heat extracted locally by hydrothermal circulation. Heat extraction is enhanced below recharge resulting in the deepening of the isotherms in Figure 3a . (c) Zoom on vertical 2D melt distribution x m (from 0 to 1) in the AMC at time 120 years. Below recharge, the crystallinity of the AMC increases faster than below discharge because of the higher cooling rate creating a "topography" of the top of the AMC. (d) Same as Figure 3c but at time 170 years. The melt lens is fully crystallized below recharge, while melt content is up to 70% below discharge. 
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de Fuca Ridge) [e.g., Lowell and Germanovich, 2004, and references therein] . This discrepancy could be accounted for in two ways: 1) that these smoker fields mine heat over distances of the order of 10 km or more, as suggested by German and Lin [2004] for the Endeavour vents and VonDamm [2004] for the EPR vents on the basis of fluid geochemical data; or 2) that upper crustal permeabilities during the formation of these smoker fields are higher than 10 −14 m 2 . The first hypothesis, however, does not account for the distribution of vents observed in the field [e.g., Kelley et al., 2001; Tivey and Johnson, 2002; Tolstoy et al., 2008] . In the following discussion, we will investigate the consequences of this second hypothesis.
[13] Given the linear relationships between permeability and heat flux [Lowell and Germanovich, 2004] and AMC cooling time (expressed by the velocity of the zero-melt front in Table 1 ), heat fluxes of hundreds of MW would be consistent with our model's prediction for a permeability of about 10 −13 m 2 in the hydrothermal layer, which is similar to values that have been predicted in other studies of ridge-axis hydrothermal systems [e.g., Lowell and Germanovich, 2004; Crone et al., 2011] . This would cause the AMC to freeze in less than a few years or decades, unless compensated by sustained melt replenishment which seems to be a prerequisite for AMCs to fuel long-lived (>100 years) high-temperature, smoker-like hydrothermal activity as shown by Liu and Lowell [2009] . In their recent magmato-hydrothermal models these authors show that freezing of the AMC causes the boundary layer at the base of the system to thicken, leading to a rapid (years to a few decades) decrease of vent temperatures and fluxes. AMC replenishment rates are poorly known, but indirect constraints from geological observations at the EPR support inter-eruption times between a decade and a few hundred years [Sinton et al., 2002; Rubin and Sinton, 2007] , which could reflect timing of AMC replenishment. Also, the presence of interlayered anorthosite layers, which record the intrusion of new melt within fossil AMCs in the Oman ophiolites, suggests a maximum 100 years periodicity of melt recharge [Nicolas and Boudier, 2011] . Our models indicate that such replenishment rates would be adequate to maintain moderatepermeability (∼10 −14 -10 −15 m 2 ) hydrothermal systems in a quasi steady-state, but too long to invigorate high-permeability systems (>10 −13 m 2 ). [14] As noted above, high permeability, high heat flux hydrothermal systems would extract more heat over a given length of ridge than the time-averaged magmatic heat available for this length of the ridge axis [Wilcock and Delaney, 1996; Mottl, 2003; Cannat et al., 2004] . Unless heat mining does take place over greater along-axis distances than predicted from the distribution of smoker fields, it follows that these systems should be short-lived, with longer intervening periods of more moderate heat extraction. Such temporal variability would be consistent with a development of vigorous black-smoker type hydrothermal activity linked to magma chamber replenishment episodes. Seismic reflection data by Singh et al. [1998] show for example that the AMC crystallinity varies from pure melt to crystal mush along the axis of the southern EPR and that the location of hightemperature vent fields coincides with low crystallinity sections of the AMC. Based on interpretations of focal mechanisms at Endeavour (Juan de Fuca ridge), Wilcock et al. [2009] complement this idea and infer that on-going replenishment of the AMC and emplacement of pressurized magma induce stress perturbations that enhance the permeability of the hydrothermal layer.
AMC Segmentation
[15] The seismic observations by Singh et al. [1998] indicate that well crystallized AMC sections about 20 km-long represent 80% of the length of the EPR between latitudes 14°S and 14°30′S. Although these mushy, high-temperature (>1000°C) AMC sections are found at a similar depth than the adjacent melt-rich sections, they do not seem to fuel hightemperature hydrothermal activity at the seafloor [Singh et al., 1998 ]. In the light of our model, this could be explained in two ways: 1) that subcritical (in regard to hydrothermal convection) permeabilities (<10 −16 m 2 ) characterize the axial lithosphere above high crystallinity AMC sections, or 2) that crustal permeability above the mushy sections is moderate (∼10 −14 -10 −15 m 2 ) and comparable to values used in our model (Figure 3 ), but that high-temperature fluids do not make it to the seafloor because of fluid-rock interactions (e.g., mineral precipitation [Fontaine et al., 2001] ), mixing and cooling of hydrothermal fluids along the volcanic sections, and/or permeability structure [e.g., Wilcock, 1998] . In this latter case, the hydrothermal circulation will mine heat from the AMC and either replenishment rates commensurate to the AMC cooling rates reproduced in our models are required to ensure steady-state, or the magmato-hydrothermal transition will propagate downward as described by Gillis [2008] . In this respect, it is worth noting that our model considers a uniform permeability hydrothermal layer. Permeability contrasts between upflow and downflow zones are poorly constrained, but a higher recharge than discharge permeability due to mineral precipitation/dissolution (e.g., anhydrite or sulphurs [Lowell et al., 2003; Fontaine et al., 2001] ) will proportionally decrease AMC cooling time, and vice-versa.
[16] Our model also predicts that the differential hydrothermal cooling between recharge and discharge zones could produce variations in the topography of the AMC roof (1000°C isotherm in Figure 3a) and its crystallinity at scales of a few hundred meters. The time period of these shortwavelength variations would be conditioned by the permeability in the hydrothermal domain (1-10 years timescale with a k = 10 −13 m 2 , and one order of magnitude longer timescale for k = 10 −14 m 2 ). The spatial scale of these short-wavelength variations is controlled by the hydrothermal cell geometry, which is in turn controlled by the crustal permeability structure (amplitude, anisotropy) and which remains poorly constrained in nature. If zones of upflow likely match zones of venting on the seafloor, the location and size of recharge areas remain highly hypothetical and site-dependent. Accordingly, local, sub-kilometer-scale geophysical investigations (e.g., seismic, electro-magnetic) of the structure of AMC (depth, crystallinity) at active, high-temperature vent fields may help constrain hydrothermal recharge locations.
[17] At the Main Endeavour (Figure 1b) , Mothra, and 9°50-9°51N fields, where recharge is thought to occur between the regularly spaced venting areas, our results suggest that the underlying AMC could be hydrothermally segmented into regularly-spaced mush (below recharge) and melt (below discharge) regions. At 9°49N, the AMC discontinuity below the downflow limb of the km-wide hydrothermal cell [Tolstoy et al., 2008] , and the along-axis variations in the AMC reflector depth [Mutter et al., 2010; Marjanovic et al., 2010] and in its crystallinity [Carton et al., 2008] , could also result from differential hydrothermal cooling, Finally, although exceptional, the short wavelength spatial variations in AMC depth observed in ophiolites (50 m vertical offset for 150 m along axis [France et al., 2009] ), may also result from hydrothermal cooling.
Conclusions
[18] In this work we show that the continuous axial melt lenses (AMC) underlying fast and most intermediatespreading ridges should be cooled by hydrothermal circulation in a few years to a few hundreds of years depending on the permeability of the upper axial crust. For high-permeability configurations, high heat flux systems such as those discovered along the East Pacific Rise at 9°50′N and Endeavour segment on Juan de Fuca would form and freeze the AMC below in a few years unless replenished on a commensurate time scale. For moderate permeability configurations, an AMC could be maintained with lower replenishment rates (a few hundreds of years). Our results are in agreement with, and complement the analytical approach of Liu and Lowell [2009] , bringing constraints on the cooling geometry at the magmato-hydrothermal interface. Our models also predict that hydrothermal activity is able to produce along-axis variations of the depth and crystallinity of the AMC that is controlled by hydrothermal cell size, with melt-rich (below hydrothermal discharge) and melt-depleted (below hydrothermal recharge) zones. In our models, this segmentation is produced over timescales of a few years to tens of years, this duration being linearly related to permeability in the hydrothermal domain. Sites such as EPR-9°50′N (fast-spreading) or Main Endeavour Field, Juan de Fuca ridge (intermediate spreading) where hydrothermal flow is thought to occur dominantly along axis [Tolstoy et al., 2008; Kelley et al., 2001] , may be the locus of such hydrothermally-induced short-scale (a few hundred meters along axis) AMC segmentation. This hydrothermally-induced segmentation hypothesis represents an alternative to eruption-controlled models to explain short-scale crystallinity variations and discontinuities in AMC. We propose that, in nature, it is likely that both processes can contribute to AMC segmentation.
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